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ABSTRACT Transmission congestion identification and expansion planning methods for power systems
with wind power are proposed in this paper. First, wind farm model is established based on Copula theory
considering the uncertainty and correlation of wind speed and wind turbine’s failure. Next, generation
rescheduling model with wind farm and TCSC is established and a transmission congestion identification
method based on reliability evaluation is proposed. Then, alternative schemes of expansion planning have
been proposed according to the results of congestion identification, and the final scheme is determined by
probabilistic economic analysis method. Finally, case studies have been carried out on modified RBTS
test system. For the mRBTS system, when wind farms are integrated into system from bus 1 and 2, the
best expansion solution is to build new transmission line; while when wind farms are integrated from bus
3 and 5, the best expansion solution is to install TCSC. Results of case studies verify the effectiveness of the
proposed congestion identification and expansion planning methods of transmission system, and reveal that
the location of wind power affects the decision making of transmission system expansion planning scheme.

INDEX TERMS Expansion planning, transmission congestion, TCSC, wind farm, reliability assessment.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the widely development of wind power generation
over the world, the large-scale integration of wind power
into power systems may cause transmission congestion [1].
The output of wind power has great uncertainty [2], which
increases the complexity of expansion planning to allevi-
ate transmission congestion. Meanwhile, thyristor controlled
series compensation (TCSC) can enhance the transmission
capacity by controlling the line power flow without changing
the topology of power grid [3], and thus has been adopted
in real power systems to alleviate transmission congestion.
Therefore, it is meaningful to study congestion identification
and expansion planning methods of transmission system con-
sidering wind power and TCSC.
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Generally, transmission congestion occurs at some specific
lines, while other lines have low load rate and still have large
spare capacity at the same time. Therefore, it is necessary to
identify the lines with transmission congestion, so as to take
enhancedmeasures to alleviate or eliminate transmission con-
gestion. In [4], from the perspective of load curtailment, weak
positions of transmission congestion were identified by allo-
cating load curtailments caused by transmission congestion to
each faulty component. However, it only studied the causes of
transmission congestion and proposed no measures to relieve
transmission congestion. A congestion status identification
method based on unsupervised machine learning techniques
with locational marginal price (LMP) data is proposed in
[5], but all of the basis vectors of LPM need to be detected.
In [6], an analytical method for transmission congestion
identification is proposed. However, this method can only
answer whether transmission congestion occurs or not, and
cannot quantify the severity of congestion. On the other hand,
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the output of wind farm is usually represented by multistate
model, which increases the complexity of transmission con-
gestion identification for power systems with wind power.
To the best of our knowledge, there is little articles studying
transmission congestion identification method considering
wind power integration. In this paper, we propose a trans-
mission congestion identification method for power systems
with wind power, which can directly reflect the severity of
congestion and is simple and easy to implement.

To alleviate transmission congestion, some researchers
studied on expansion planning methods for modern power
systems. In [7], [8], and [9], TCSC and other devices were
installed to enhance the transmission capacity. In [10], [11],
and [12], probabilistic characteristics of modern power sys-
tems such as the uncertainty of wind power generation have
been considered in the expansion planning process. In [10],
the uncertainty of wind power was considered when the
planning scheme is formed, which makes the system analy-
sis process more complex and the solution of transmission
system planning model more difficult. In order to address
the difficulty of solving optimal model of transmission sys-
tem planning caused by introducing probability factors, the
multi-stage planning model was proposed in [11] and [12].
However, the process of introducing probability factors into
system planning scheme is still complicated. Different from
introducing probability factors in the formation stage of plan-
ning schemes, it was pointed out in [13] that introducing
probability factors in the comprehensive economic compar-
ison stage is simple and more practical, which inspires us
to study the expansion planning method of modern power
systems by considering the uncertainty of wind power in
the comprehensive economic comparison stage of system
planning. To sum up, there are few existing papers that carry
out expansion planning for alleviating transmission conges-
tion. Some papers only considered TCSCwithout considering
wind power integration, while other papers only considered
wind power integration without considering TCSC. As for the
uncertainty of wind power, most existing papers addressed
the uncertainty in the formation stage of power system expan-
sion planning, and thusmade the planningmodel complicated
and hard to solve. In this context, there is need to study trans-
mission expansion planning for power systems considering
both wind power and TCSC, and try to reduce the complexity
of the planning model by addressing the uncertainty of wind
power in the comprehensive comparison stage.

In this paper, we study the transmission congestion iden-
tification method for power systems with wind power and
the probabilistic transmission expansion planning method
considering wind power and TCSC. The main contributions
of our work are as follows:

(1) A transmission congestion identification method based
on reliability evaluation of composite power systems is pro-
posed.

(2) An expansion planning method of transmission system
is proposed based on congestion identification results and
probabilistic economic analysis theory.

(3) The impacts of wind power and TCSC on transmission
congestion and expansion planning have been studied.

The sections of this paper are structured as follows. Sec-
tions II and III describe probabilistic model of wind farm
and generation rescheduling model considering wind power
and TCSC. Section IV presents the methods of transmission
congestion identification and transmission expansion plan-
ning. Case studies have been illustrated in Section V. Finally,
conclusions are made in Section VI.

II. UNCERTAINTY MODELING OF WIND POWER
The fluctuation and intermittency characteristics of wind
speed and the random faults of wind turbines make the output
of wind farm strong uncertain. And on the other hand, the
random faults of wind turbines in wind farm show certain
correlation with wind speed.

In this paper,Weibull distribution is adopted to simulate the
uncertainty of wind speed in wind farms, and the probability
density function of wind speed is calculated by:

F(v) = (
k
c
)(
v
c
)k−1exp[−(

v
c
)k ] (1)

where, v is the wind speed of wind farm, c and k are the
scale parameter and shape parameter of Weibull distribution
respectively.

In order to characterize the uncertainty of wind turbine ran-
dom fault, a two-state (normal operation state and fault outage
state) Markov model is adopted to deal with the uncertainty
of wind turbine failure, and the forced outage rate of wind
turbine is calculated by:

r =
λ

λ+ µ
=

tMTTR

tMTTF + tMTTR
(2)

where, λ and µ respectively represent the failure rate and
repair rate of the wind turbine; tMTTF and tMTTR respectively
represent the mean time to failure and mean time to repair of
the wind turbine.

By establishing Copula function to simulate wind speed
and the number of failed wind turbines [14], the correlation
between wind farm wind speeds can be processed. After
generating the hourly wind speed sequence of each wind
farm and the fault number of wind turbines based on Copula
function, combined with the output power characteristics of
wind turbine, the hourly output power sequence of each wind
farm can be obtained. The hourly output power sequence of
the ith wind farm considering wind turbine failure can be
calculated by [15]:

Pi(t) = [mi − nfi(t)]× PNi(t) (3)

where,PNi(t) is the output of a singlewind turbine unit during
normal operation, mi is the number of wind turbines in the ith

wind farm, and nfi(t) is the number of wind turbines in fault
in the ith wind farm at time t .

The probability of occurrence of each equivalent state can
be calculated by linear division of the duration corresponding
to the hourly output power of the sum of wind farm outputs.
The detailed steps can be seen in [15].
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FIGURE 1. Equivalent model of transmission line with TCSC.

III. GENERATION RESCHEDULING MODEL WITH WIND
POWER AND TCSC
A. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF TRANSMISSION LINE
WITH TCSC
TCSC can control power flow of transmission lines by
adjusting line impedance parameters and thus it is helpful
for alleviating transmission congestion. The topology of the
TCSC main circuit is very simple, with capacitors connected
in series to the transmission line and thyristor controlled
reactors connected in parallel. It does not need interface
equipment such as high voltage transformer, and it is easy
to reconstruct the existing conventional series complement
station, so it is very economical. It is worth pointing out that
TCSC has both capacitive and inductive impedance charac-
teristics [16], and can switch quickly between the two. This
fast and flexible ‘‘impedance type’’ control can be used to
control active power of systems. The equivalent model of the
transmission line equippedwith TCSC [17] is shown in Fig. 1.

The active power of line ijwithout TCSC can be calculated
by:

Pij =
θi − θj

xij
(4)

where, Pij is the active power flow of line ij, θi and θj is the
voltage angle of bus i and j respectively, xij is transmission
line reactance without TCSC.

When TCSC was installed, the active power of line ij is
calculated by:

Pij =
θi − θj

xij + XTCSC
(5)

where, XTCSC is the equivalent reactance of TCSC.
Then, the equivalent reactance of line ij is transformed into

[18]:

xnewij = xij + XTCSC (6)

where, xnewij is the overall reactance of line ijwhen TCSC was
installed.

B. LOAD CURTAILMENT MODEL CONSIDERING WIND
POWER AND TCSC
When transmission capacity is insufficient, power generation
rescheduling is needed to reduce load curtailments as far
as possible. The load curtailment model of power systems

including wind farm and TCSC is as follows [19]:

min
∑
i∈ND

Ci (7)

Constraints:∑
i∈NG

PGi +
∑
i∈ND

Ci +
∑

i∈NWF

GWF,i =
∑
i∈ND

PDi (8)

PGmini ≤ PGi ≤ PG
max
i , (i ∈ NG) (9)

0 ≤ Ci ≤ PDi, (i ∈ ND) (10)

TS = AS(PG− PD+ C) (11)

−Tmaxk ≤ TSk ≤ Tmaxk , (k ∈ L) (12)

Xi,min ≤ XTCSC,i ≤ Xi,max , (i ∈ NTCSC ) (13)

where, Ci, PGi, PDi and GWF,i represent load curtail-
ment, generating capacity of traditional unit, load power and
injected power of wind farm respectively at bus i; NG, ND
and NWF respectively represent the number of generation
buses, load buses and wind farms connected to the bus; PGmini
and PGmaxi are the limits of PGi; PG, PD and C are vectors
composed of PGi, PDi andCi respectively; TSk represents the
active power of line k in the expected system state, L is the
number of lines, TS is active power vector of transmission
line corresponding to TSk , Tmaxk is the limit of TSk , XTCSC,i
represents the series compensation reactance of the ith TCSC,
Xi,max and Xi,min represent the upper and lower limits of
compensation reactance of the ith TCSC, NTCSC is the num-
ber of TCSC installed in the system; AS is the relationship
matrix between active power flow of transmission line and
bus injected power under accident state.

It is worth pointing out that the load curtailment model
for power systems without TCSC can be represented by
Eq. (7)-(12). That is to say, the constraint of Eq. (13) doesn’t
need to be contained if no TCSC is integrated into power
systems.

IV. CONGESTION IDENTIFICATION AND EXPANSION
PLANNING OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM BASED ON
RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
A. TRANSMISSION CONGESTION IDENTIFICATION
METHOD BASED ON RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
Based on generation rescheduling model considering wind
farm and TCSC, this paper proposes a transmission conges-
tion identification method based on reliability assessment,
which can be used to identify the lines with serious trans-
mission congestion, and provide a basis for preliminary for-
mation of the planning scheme.

It is considered that system load curtailments may be
caused by insufficient generation capacity or insufficient
transmission capacity. Therefore, in order to accurately iden-
tify the load reduction caused by transmission congestion,
we need to exclude the load reduction caused by insufficient
generation capacity first. Based on this idea, we propose
a transmission congestion identification method originated
from composite power system reliability evaluation method.
The main characteristic of the proposed method is as follows:
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FIGURE 2. Flow chart for transmission congestion identification and
reliability evaluation.

for the specific system states characterized by that the total
capacity of generators in normal state is less than system
load, extra shedding load step is implemented first before
implementing consequent steps such as contingency analysis
and rescheduling generating units. In the extra shedding load
step, the net load between the total capacity of generators in
normal state and system load is shed first and considered to
be shed owing to generation power deficiency. Then, the fol-
lowing steps are similar with steps in conventional reliability
evaluation process, and the load curtailment obtained in the
following steps will be owned to transmission congestion.
The flowchart for the transmission congestion identification
and reliability evaluation of power systems is shown in Fig. 2.

The specific steps corresponding to Fig.2 are as follows:
Step 1: Create wind farm model considering uncertainty

and correlations. The detailed steps to buildmultistate models
of wind farms considering multiple uncertain factors can be
reviewed in [15].

Step 2: Put in system data, including topological param-
eters, reliability parameters, electrical characteristic parame-
ters, and access locations of wind farms.

Step 3: Sample operation states of components including
generators and transmission lines usingMonte Carlo method.

Step 4: Compare the total capacity of the generators in
normal state with the system load. If the total capacity of gen-
erators in normal state is less than the system load, continue
with the next step; otherwise, go to Step 6.

Step 5: Shed net load. The net load is defined as the
difference between total capacity of generators in normal
state and system load. The net load is shed using average
shedding policy. According to this average policy, all loads
at the buses are curtailed with a same proportion when load
curtailments are implemented.

Step 6: Carry out transmission contingency analysis.
The purpose of transmission contingency analysis is to cal-

culate line flows following one or more component failures
and identify if there is any overloading. DC power-flow-based
contingency analysis provides fast and sufficiently accurate
real power flows following line outages [19].

The bus impedancematrices after multiple line outages can
be calculated directly from the bus impedance matrix before
the outages:

ZS = Z0+ Z0MQMTZ0 (14)

Q = [W −MTZ0M] (15)

where, Z0 and ZS are the bus impedance matrices before
and after the line outages. W is the diagonal matrix whose
each diagonal element is the reactance of the outage line.M
is the submatrix composed of the columns corresponding to
the outage lines of the bus-line incidence matrix. MT is the
transpose matrix ofM .

The line flows after line outages can be calculated by:

TS = AS(PG− PD) (16)

where, TS is the real power flow vector in the outage state.
PG and PD are the generation output and load power vectors,
respectively. AS is the relation matrix between the real power
flows and power injections in the outage state.

The mth row of AS can be calculated as follows:

ASm =
ZSr − ZSq

xm
(17)

where, xm is the reactance of themth line, the subscripts r and
q denote the two bus numbers of the mth line, ZSr and ZSq
are the r th and qth rows of ZS, respectively.

Transmission congestion occurs when the line flow is
greater than the rated capacity of the line. Transmission over-
loading can be represented as follows:

|TSk | > Tmaxk , (k ∈ L) (18)

where, Tmaxk is the limit of TSk .
Step 7: If there is any transmission overloading, continue

with the next step; otherwise, go to Step 12.
Step 8: Update Pol .

Pol(i) =
Mol(i)
NS

(19)
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where, Pol(i) is probability of events that transmission con-
gestion occur at line i; Mol(i) is the number of occurrences
of events that transmission congestion occurs at line i in NS
samples.

Step 9: Reschedule generating units based on optimal load
curtailment model representing by Eq. (7)-(12). It is pointed
out that Eq. (7)-(13) would be used for rescheduling generat-
ing units of power systems with TCSC.

Step 10: If load curtailment occurs, continue with the next
step; otherwise, go to Step 12.

Step 11: Update Polc.

Polc(i) =
Molc(i)
NS

(20)

where, Polc(i) is the probability of event that transmission
congestion occurs at line i companying with system load
curtailment; Molc(i) is the number of occurrences of event
that transmission congestion occurs at line i companying with
system load curtailment in NS samples.

Step 12: Update reliability index of power systems.
Probability of Load Curtailments (PLC) and Expected

Energy Not Supplied (EENS, MWh/year) are two most com-
monly used index to characterize reliability of power systems,
and they can be calculated by [19]:

PLC =
ns
NS

(21)

EENS =
NS∑
i=1

(
CSi
NS
× 8760) (22)

where, NS is the sampling number, ns is the number of load
shedding states, and CSi is system load curtailment of system
state i. It is pointed out that the reliability index of power
systems will be used for determine final planning scheme
through probabilistic economic analysis, which will be intro-
duced in Section B.

Step 13: If the Monte Carlo sampling is completed, con-
tinue with the next step; otherwise go to Step 3.

Step 14: Put out congestion index of transmission lines and
reliability index of power systems.

B. EXPANSION PLANNING OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
BASED ON CONGESTION IDENTIFICATION RESULTS
Building new transmission line is an important measure to
alleviate transmission congestion. However, when building
new transmission line is limited by some reasons such as
transmission corridor construction and environmental pro-
tection, TCSC equipment can be installed to alleviate trans-
mission congestion. Based on the results of transmission
congestion identification, this paper proposes a transmission
expansion planning method by using probabilistic economic
analysis theory. In probabilistic economic analysis theory,
kinds of costs including investment cost, operation cost and
unreliability cost are summed for final choose of alternative
schemes. The specific steps are as follows:

Step 1: Determine the congestion lines according to the
proposed transmission congestion identification method in A
of Section IV.

Step 2: Develop preliminary alternative schemes for expan-
sion planning.

Scheme A1: Install TCSC in the lines with serious con-
gestion according to the results of transmission congestion
identification.

Scheme A2: Build a new line between two buses with
serious congestion according to the result of transmission
congestion identification.

Step 3: Calculate power system reliability index of alterna-
tive schemes.

Step 4: Calculate unreliability costs of alternative schemes.
Unreliability cost is the key factor for comprehensive eco-

nomic analysis, and its random nature makes economic anal-
ysis with probability characteristic. The unreliability cost is
usually represented by the Expected Interruption Cost (EIC,
k$/year) of the system, which can be calculated by [20]:

EIC = EENS × UIC (23)

where UIC ($/kWh) is the unit interrupted cost.
Step 5: Calculate equivalent annual investment costs of

alternative schemes.
The investment cost is one-time payment, while the unreli-

ability cost is annual expenses. Thus, there is need to convert
investment cost into equivalent annual cost. Based on the
equivalent annual cost method, the present cost P can be
converted into equivalent annual cost A by:

A = P×
i(1+ i)n

(1+ i)n − 1
(24)

where i is the discount rate and n is the length of cash flows
(the number of years considered).

Step 6: Calculate total costs of alternative schemes by
summing unreliability cost, equivalent annual investment cost
and annual operation cost.

Step 7: Compare total costs of alternative schemes and
determine the final expansion scheme.

V. CASE STUDIES
A. INTRODUCTION OF TEST SYSTEM
In order to analyze the influence of wind power integration
on transmission system expansion planning, the reliability
test system RBTS system [21] was modified in this paper.
The mRBTS system was obtained from RBTS system by
modification as follows: 1) Add a new line (L10) between bus
5 and 6, and the parameters are the same as the original line;
2) Increase the load of all buses in the system by 1.3 times;
3) Add a new 20MW generator set at bus 2 with the same
parameters as the original 20MW generator set at bus 2;
4) Add a new 20MW generator set at bus 1 with the same
parameters as the original 20MW generator set at bus 1. The
single line diagram of mRBTS system is shown in Fig. 3. It is
pointed out that dotted line L11 in Fig.3 is not transmission
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FIGURE 3. Single line diagram of mRBTS system.

line of mRBTS system but the proposed new line to be built
in the following expansion planning scheme.

Two wind farms were integrated into mRBTS to form as
mmRBTS system. It is assumed that the Weibull parameters
of wind speeds of the two wind farms are the same: the scale
parameter are both 7.5, the shape parameter are both 2, and
the correlation coefficient of wind speed between the two
wind farms is 0.5. The wind turbines of the two wind farms
are of the same type. The cut-in wind speed, cut-out wind
speed and rated wind speed of the wind turbines are 4m/s,
22m/s and 10m/s respectively. The rated power of the wind
turbines is 2 MW, and the forced outage rate of the wind
turbines is 0.05. This paper studies the impact of wind farms
on expansion planning by connecting them to the system
from different locations. For convenience, mmRBTS system
with wind farms being connected at bus 1 and 2 respec-
tively is called mmRBTS_WFa system, and mmRBTS sys-
tem with wind farm being connected at bus 3 and 5 is called
mmRBTS_WFb system.

According to the wind farm modeling method proposed in
[15], the uncertainty of wind power considering wind speed
correlation, wind turbine random failure and other factors can
be represented bymultistate models. As shown in Fig. 4, mul-
tistep output power with its corresponding state probability of
two wind farms have been established.

B. CONGESTION IDENTIFICATION AND TRANSMISSION
EXPANSION PLANNING OF MMRBTS_WFa SYSTEM
Line congestion index of mmRBTS_WFa and its enhanced
systems are shown in Table 1. For demonstration purposes,
we showMol andMolc under 100,000 samples instead of Pol
and Polc in the following tables, where Mol represents the
number of occurrences of events that transmission congestion
occurs at specified line in 100,000 samples, and Molc repre-
sents the number of occurrences of event that transmission
congestion occurs at specified line companying with system
load curtailment in 100,000 samples.

As shown in Table 1, L2 and L3 are seriously con-
gested lines of mmRBTS_WFa system. Therefore, scheme
A1 of installing TCSC devices on lines L2 and L3 (called

FIGURE 4. State probability models of wind farms.

TABLE 1. Line congestion index for mmRBTS_WFa system and its
enhanced system (under 100,000 samples).

mmRBTS_WFa _A1 system) and scheme A2 of building
new transmission line L11 between bus 2 and 3 (called
mmRBTS_WFa_A2 system) are proposed as alternative
schemes. The series compensation degree of TCSC adopted
is [−0.5, 0.5], the reliability parameters of the new line are
the same as the original line between buses, and the capacity
is 65% of the original line capacity. As can be observed
in Table 1, Mol and Molc index have slight decrease when
the scheme of installing TCSC is adopted; conversely, Mol
and Molc are greatly reduced when the scheme of building
new transmission line is adopted. This observation means
that transmission congestion still exists in L2 and L3 of
mmRBTS_WFa _A1 system, while transmission congestion
disappears in L2 and L3 of mmRBTS_WFa_A2 system. The
observation reveals that the scheme of installing TCSC cannot
eliminate most of congestion contingencies while the scheme
of building new line can greatly reduce many congestion
contingencies.

Then, reliability index of mmRBTS_WFa and its enhanced
systems are shown in Table 2. As shown in Table 2, when
the scheme of installing TCSC is adopted, EENS index is
greatly reduced while PLC index has slight decrease; when
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TABLE 2. Reliability index for mmRBTS_WFa System and its enhanced
system.

the scheme of building new transmission line is adopted,
EENS and PLC are both greatly reduced. The observation
reveals that the scheme of installing TCSC contributes to
reduce the amount of load curtailment but fails to reduce the
probability of shedding load.

To illustrate transmission congestion when some com-
ponents fail, we especially investigated the power flow of
transmission lines in some scenarios that only one or two
transmission lines fail. In these scenarios when only trans-
mission lines fail, the generation capacity is sufficient and
thus system load curtailment is irrelated with wind power
generation. For simplicity, we set the wind farm output to
0MWduring the process of calculation. The results of system
load curtailment and power flows of normal lines are shown
in Table 3. In Table 3, the first column shows the line label;
the second column shows the rated capacity of lines (MW);
the third column shows power flow of lines (MW) when no
components fail; columns four through six show power flows
of lines (MW) when specified lines fail with the assumption
that the capacities of remaining lines are not limited; the
last row shows system load curtailments in different system
states.

As shown in Table 3, transmission congestion and load
curtailment occur when line L2 fails, while transmission
congestion and load curtailment do not occur when line L4
fails. And specifically, the amount of load curtailment when
line L2 fails is greater than the amount when both line L1
and L5 fail. At the same time, the probability of line L2
fails is larger than the probability of line L1 and L5 fails
simultaneously. Thus, we can conclude that the congestion
consequence of event that L2 fails is larger than that of event
that line L1 and L5 both fail, which is consistent with the
congestion identification results in this paper.

The equivalent annual cost method is used to make a
comprehensive economic comparison among three schemes,
including A0 (the scenario without expansion measures), A1
and A2 planning schemes. Relevant data needed in the pro-
cess of economic comparison are as follows: unit interruption
cost of mmRBTS system is 4.59$/kWh [22]; The unit cost
of TCSC equipment is $40/kvar [23], and the service life
of TCSC is 10 years; The length of the new line between
bus 1 and bus 3 is 75km, the unit cost of 230kV line is
$20,000/km, and the service life of the line is 30 years [21],
[24]. The discount rate is 10% and the annual operation cost is
5% of the equivalent investment cost. For simplicity, the sum

TABLE 3. Power flow of normal lines and load curtailment in case of
partial line contingencies for mmRBTS_WFa system.

FIGURE 5. Comprehensive economic comparison of alternative schemes
for mmRBTS_WFa system.

of equivalent annual investment cost and annual operation
cost is called as fixed cost, and then the comprehensive
economic comparison is shown in Fig. 5. The comparison
of specific values of costs can be seen in Table 6 in the
Appendix.

As can be seen in Fig. 5, when wind farm is connected
into system from bus 1 and 2, both of enhancement schemes
have good economic benefits, and schemeA2 of building new
line is more economical, though the equivalent annual cost of
building new transmission line is greater than that of TCSC
installation. The reason lies in that when the wind farm is
connected from bus 1 and bus 2, the generation power is still
concentrated in the north and needs to be transmitted into the
load center in the south, which thus worsen the transmission
congestion and limit TCSC’s effect for alleviating transmis-
sion congestion. In this situation, the two schemes have a
large gap in their ability to alleviate transmission congestion,
which makes the interruption cost of scheme A1much larger
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TABLE 4. Line congestion index for mmRBTS_WFb system and its
enhanced system (under 100,000 samples).

TABLE 5. Reliability index for mmRBTS_WFb system and its enhanced
system.

than that of scheme A2, and finally the total cost of the
scheme A1 larger than that of scheme A2.

C. CONGESTION IDENTIFICATION AND TRANSMISSION
EXTENSION PLANNING OF MMRBTS_WFb SYSTEM
Similarly, transmission congestion and reliability index of
mmRBTS_WFb system are evaluated. Line congestion index
and reliability index of mmRBTS_WFb and its enhanced
systems are shown in Table 4 and 5 respectively.

Table 4 shows that there is transmission congestion in line
L2 and L3 of mmRBTS_WFb system, and observations from
Table 1 can also be concluded in Table 4. In addition, Mol
and Molc of mmRBTS_WFb system is less than those in
mmRBTS_WFa system, which indicates that the degree of
transmission congestion is alleviated when wind farms are
connected into system from bus 3 and 5.

Similarly, observations from Table 2 can also be concluded
in Table 5. It is noted that index in Table 5 are smaller
than those corresponding index in Table 2, which reveals the
impact of integrated locations of wind power on transmission
congestion again.

Probabilistic economic cost comparison of alternative
expansion schemes of mmRBTS_WFb system is shown in
Fig. 6. The comparison of specific values of costs can be seen
in Table 7 in the Appendix. As can be seen in Fig. 6 (when the
wind farms are connected into system at bus 3 and 5), scheme
A1 is more economical than scheme A2, while the previous
Fig. 5 (when the wind farms are connected into system at
bus 1 and 2) shows that scheme A2 is more economical.
Thus, it can be concluded that the economical comparison
results among expansion schemes may be different if wind

FIGURE 6. Comprehensive economic comparison of alternative schemes
for mmRBTS_WFb system.

TABLE 6. Comprehensive economic comparison of alternative schemes
for mmRBTS_WFa system.

TABLE 7. Comprehensive economic comparison of alternative schemes
for mmRBTS_WFb system.

farms are connected into system at different locations. For
the test system in this paper, when wind farms are connected
into system at bus 3 and 5, the wind power can be directly
transmitted to the load. Therefore, it will not worsen transmis-
sion congestion and TCSC can better alleviate transmission
congestion. In this case, there is little gap between the two
alternative schemes in alleviating transmission congestion.
Therefore, there is little gap between the interruption costs.
When the fixed cost of building new transmission line ismuch
larger than that of installing TCSC, the total cost of scheme
A2 is larger than that of scheme A1.

VI. CONCLUSION
A transmission congestion identification method and a trans-
mission expansion planning method for power systems con-
sidering wind power are proposed in this paper. Taking the
modified RBTS test system as an example, we can conclude
as follows:

(1) The proposed transmission congestion identification
method can effectively determine the serious congestion
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lines, and the proposed expansion planning method can pro-
vide reliable planning scheme economically.

(2) The access locations of wind power have impact on
transmission congestion index and the results of comprehen-
sive economic comparison, and it is necessary to carry out
quantitative reliability assessment and probabilistic economic
analysis before forming the final expansion planning scheme.

APPENDIX
See Tables 6 and 7.
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